


SINDH RESCUE 1122 JOBS 2021

Applications are invited from residents of Sindh Province to Join Rescue 1122 Sindh
Jobs 2021 Sindh Emergency Rescue Services through STS website.These latest
recruitments announced in Daily Dawn newspaper on 9th October 2021. Applicants
who are motivated and dynamic professionals may apply for these vacancies in the
field of uniformed emergency services on a contract basis in Karachi, Hyderabad &
Larkana.

Rescue 1122 Jobs Imporatnt Dates

Announced Date: 09 October 2021
Last Date:

Written Test Date: yet to be announced.
Total Seats: 500
Location of posting: Sindh

22 October 2021

Sindh Rescue 1122 written Test Syllabus
For Sindh Rescue 1122 written Test following syllabus will be
followed
WRITTEN TEST: 100 MARKS
POST RELATED 70%
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 10%
ENGLISH 10%
COMPUTER / APTITUTDE 10%
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RESCUE 1122 SAMPLE PAPERS

MOST REPEATED QUESTIONS FROM PAST PAPERS
Q.1: What is meant by first aid?
Ans. First aid is the provision of initial care for an illness or injury.
Q.2: What is meant by 'Golden Hour'?
Ans. "The golden hour” refers to a time period lasting for one hour
following traumatic injury
being sustained by a casualty or medical emergency, during which
there is the highest
likelihood that prompt medical treatment will prevent death.
Q.3: What is the importance of the number 1122?
Ans. The number 1122 is very easy to remember and dial. You can dial
this number (1122) easily
even at the night or in the darkness..
Q.4: What is the importance of the uniform?
Ans. By uniform, the workers can easily be recognized and identified.
The work can be
performed with ease without any interference by the outsiders.
Q.5: What is the importance of discipline?
Ans. Discipline is very important for any organization. Harmony and
easiness can be achieved
through discipline. Moreover, with discipline, a lot of time can be
saved.
Q.6: What is meant by PPE?
Ans. PPE means Personal Protection Equipment
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Q.7: What is meant by DR ABC?
Ans. DRABC means Danger, Response, Airway, Breathing And
Circulation
Q.8: What is meant by fire triangle?
Ans. The tree elements are compulsory for burning or combustion i.e. (i)
heat (1) fuel and m
oxygen.
This is called fire triangle.
Q.9: How can fire be controlled?
Ans. The fire can be diminished through the three methods.
(i) Cooling (ii) Starvation (iii)
Q.10: Briefly explain digestive system?
Smothering
Ans. The alimentary canal and digestive glands regarded as an integrated
system responsible
for the ingestion, digestion, and absorption of foodstuffs and the
elimination of associated
wastes. It is also called alimentary system.
Q.11: What is respiration?
Ans. The transport of oxygen from the outside air to the cells within
tissues, and the transport of
carbon dioxide in the opposite direction.
Q.12: What is breathing?
Ans. The alternate inhalation and exhalation of air in respiration.
Q.13: What importance of sunlight for human body?
Ans. Sunlight is very important for human body. Vitamin D is produced
by sunlight.
Q.14: What does FIR stand for?
Ans. FIR stands for the First Information Report.



ALL PREVIOUS PAPERS QUESTIONS WITH ANSWERS
RESCUE 1122 WRITTEN TEST















SINDH RESCUE 1122 TEST ONLINE

All candidates can prepare rescue 1122 jobs written test and
interview question easily at gotest.pk website.we have organized
post wise online test which will be helpful in final written test.

Rescue 1122 Online Test
Following Rescue 1122 recruitment posts are available for these sindh rescue 1122
jobs.please prepare with these post subject related material. You can also prepare for
general subject like general knowledge, english, basic science, urdu, Pakistan affairs and
computer related topics for these posts.

Rescue 1122 Accountant
Driver HTV
Rescue and Safety Officer
Emergancy Medical Technician
Account Assistant
Rescue Driver
Fire Rescuer/DERT Rescuer
Security Guard
Telephone Wireless Operator
Shift Incharge
Lead Fire Rescuer
Control Room in Charge post
Station Coordinator Post
Rescue 1122 General Knowledge Test
Rescue 1122 English Test
Rescue 1122 Computer Test
Rescue 1122 Urdu Test
Rescue 1122 Mathematic Test
Rescue 1122 Everydat science Test
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